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EDITORIAL

jIIILLION »OLLAR ~Ct\M
By: AJ.lnnalfo

California will pay an estimated One
Mi1Iion dollars to set up a program expected
to keep one sexually violent predator fed,
clothed, housed, counseled and watched over
for the next year.

The State Department of Mental Health
has already agreed to pay Liberty HeaJthcare
$246,000.00 for less than four months of
work; Liberty is expected to get a yearlong
contract in July.

Adding the labor costs of the Dept. of
Mental Health officials, the prosecutor and
police will bring the total annual costs to
about One Million dollars, Department
officials said.

The mental health department has
estimated that there could be more than J,OOO
sexually violent predators in custody in
Calitornia by 2012, but there is no estimate of
how many will end up in the release program.
Very few are even close.

Liberty does not have a spotless record.
The company was probed less than three
years ago by the State of Florida. The
investigation determined that sex offenders in
a Liberty run center were having sex with
each other; that staff members had not
properly investigated an allegation of sexual
harassment; and that one of the high-risk
offenders had briefly escaped nom the center
when a man picked him up iTom the
recreation yard in a helicopter.

No other out-of-state provider was
interviewed, according to Department
officials, but they denied they had spent much
more money than if there had been
competition for the contract.

.

In Illinois, Liberty runs a conditional-
release program similar to the one it is trying
to set up in California. About seven people
have been released from the Illinois civil
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commitment program into the year old
conditional-release program there. None has
re-offended, according to officials there.

The State of Texas has a cost effective
sexually violent predator program that
consists of treatment without custody. Their
Global Positioning Monitoring System costs
far less than the proposed program in
California and to date, no one has re-
offended.

It seems to this writer, if treatment and
public safety are the main concerns of the
public legislators, it could be done far cheaper
and just as effective without rostody!

Of course, for bureaucrats, "simple" and
"cost effective" are blasphemous words!

Diag-NonsellSe
How We Get Labeled

The first thing a doctor does is open a
rorious book caJled the DSM. Here is what it
says...

Pardon the personal question, but have
you ever had a sexual fantasy involving the
use of a non-living object; Anna
Koumikova's tennis outfit. say, or Tom
Cruise'~ Risky Business skivvies? Actually,
don't answer that. We really don't want to
know and you should probably think twice
before telling your therapist. She or he might
diagnosis you with "Fetishism", which is
li!tted along with Schizophrenia and bi-polar
disorder in a rorious but extremely influential
book caJled the Diagnosis and Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorders, or DSM for
short.

The DSM lists tbe criteria used by mental
healtb professionals to make their various
diagnoses., from "mild mental retardation"
(the first listing) to ~personality disorder not
otherwise specified" (the last); there are more
than 350 in aiL Hence, this 943-page
doorstop is one of the most imponant books
you have never heard of
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The DSM works like this: imagine you
are Tony Soprano in the first season of The
Sopranos. You have; in DSM-ese, "recurrent
unexpected panic attacks". Yau also have
"persistent concern about having additional
attacks", and you fear you are "losing control,
have a heart attack, "going crazy". You are
not on drugs [other than all those bottles of
Vesuvio's wine], so presto, Dr. Melfi gives
you a diagnosis of panic disorder, DSM No.
300.1. By the way. if you truly think you are
Tony Soprano, see No. 295, Schizophrenia.

.. Of course, in the real world, psychiatric
diagnosis doesn't, or at least shouldn't, work
like a check list at a sushi counter.

Many of tbe items .that appear as
diagnostic criteria in the DSM are sometimes
symptoms of a disorder and sometimes signs
of perfectly normal behavior. An ado1escent
who "often argues with adults" may have an
unusual condition "oppositional defiant
disorder" or a more common condition called
"being 14 years old".

The DSM inc1udes a cautionary statement
saying it takes clinicaJ training to tell the
difference.

But many non-specialists use the book
too: insurers open the DSM when disputes
arise over the proper course of treatment for
particular conditions. [If your treatment
doesn't jibe with tbe DSM, you may not Bet
reimbursed]. DSM diagnoses can be used by
Courts to lock you in a mental hospital or by
schools to place your child in special-
education classes. A DSM label can become
a stigma.

However, like the conditions it helps
diagnose, the DSM is more than the sum of its
symptoms. As the American storehouse of
insanity. the dictionary of .everything we
consider mentally unbalanced, it's a window
into the national psyche. And so, it bears
close reading, and closer questioning, by
those outside the psychiatric establishment.
CONTINUED ON PAGE TWO-
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" G-NONSENSE" cause "i~pairmentin s~cial, occupational,DIA or other Important areas.ContinuedFrom Page One
In other words. someone is sick, not ifWhy is caffeine intoxicat~o~ inc~ud~

he has fantasies, but if he gets caughtas a disorder w?en. sex a~dJctl0n Jsn t. having them.
WhY' is patho\ogJ~1 gamb11?8 ~p~arently

New controversies have already eruptedcrazy when compulsive shoppmg Isn t?
<werwhat to put in the next revised editionMore important can even a thousand of the DSM. For instance, the APA isPh.D.'s gathered at a dozen conferences considering adding "relational disorders",ever really know the ..si8?ifi~n~ of such severe problems between spouses orvague symptoms as fatigue. low self-
siblings Relational.disorder sufferers areesteem" and "feelings ofhopelessness"~ complet.ely sane except when they are

(You only need tw~ of those, along WItha
around, say. their spouses.couple fiiends telhng the doctor. you are

How could the DSM be improved?seem depressed,.. to be ~,,~dldate for
Critics say the APA should start by holdingsomething caned dysthymIc disorder.)
touch scientific standards. AntiquatedThough it is fashionable these days to
notions about deviant sexuality shouldthink of psychiatry as )U5t .another arm of
either be brought up to date or scrappedmedicine there is ~o bIOlogIcal~est.for ~y altogether. Paul McHugh of Johns Hopkinsof these alleged dIsorders. Whd.e.Im~gang University School of Medicine suggests thattechniques have shown abnormahtles an the
the DSM become more than a laundry listbrain of some schizophrenic~,.no scan can
of symptoms, some of which are alwaysdiagnose even that sever ~dlt1o~ ~etalo~e gong to be ambiguous.

somethi~g . opaq~~ hke. historoDlc
In the end, though, the DSM ~'tpersonality disorder. [For which the DSM _L:

cert airrtv because Psychiatry can t..
'". tl a"...eve ...Jlists the folloWIngas a sIgn: conslst~ y

Unless certain brain researchers discoveruses physical appearance to draw attention
ct1y how neurological mechanismsto oneseJf'.J So, I am sick if} exchanse ~y

~me abnormal. the DSM will alwaysAunt Thelma:s drab sweaters for flashier
include more hypotheses than answers.ones ever Christmas?],

. . Which means all those guys fantasizingIf the DSM is all we ve got, why IS It
about tennis outfits are probably just weird,inherently flawed? B.~use ~any f~r.ces
not cerrifiable.besides science .s~ape n, including poJnlcs,.

Source of Jllformsrion for this IUficlefashion and tradItIon.
.. .. fro", TImI MagllZine,January 20, 2003.

The American Psychiatnc ASSOC1atlon, .

(APA) actually once held a vote a~ong its
IT IS HAPPENING!members to see whether an alleged disorder,

.
"homosexuality" existed. (In 1974, being By: Allen Rigby.
gay was <teemed sane by a vote of 5854 to Two writers are currently working on a
3810). Women's groups helped ,excise book. IT'S OK~Y. ~":"RE ONLY SEX
"self-defeating personality disorder' from OFFENDERS IS a cntlcal and fa~1
the book. The revised third edition, in expose which exposes all the tapestnes
] 987, said the typical sufferer "chooses known as SVP laws, aom their inception

~n
people and situations that. lead to 1995 to ~'s current ~nempts to 51.ayafloat In
disappointment, failure, or mistreatment a sea of Icebergs (WIts and lawsuits).
even when better options are clearly The book will shred the secrecy and
available." But, feminists successfully smoke screens from this diabolical political
argued that battered women couJd unfairly quagmire of deceit.
fn this category. The writers will be working in

Other questionable diagnoses stay in the conjunction with L. & W. and the
book because no one fights hard enough to transcripts of the upcoming trial. To assist
remove them. Thus, hetro-sexual men can the investigative effons and research, any
be diagnosed with a supposed disorder donations will be gladly accepted-see Je.ff
called "transvestic fetishism" if they meet Dean. Any donation of $25.00 or more WIll
onlv two criteria; they have sexual fantasies automatically receive a free copy of the
ab~ut cross dressing and those fantasies book upon it's publication.
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HIGH COURT MODIFIES
MARENTEZ
BY: A.J. INNALFO

The California Supreme Court made the
following modification in Coole, Y.
Su.perior Court, Marelltez, Reo/ ParIJ' ill
Illterest, 29 Cat 4th 288. Notification cite
2003 DJDAR 608. ,

On page 256 on the first sentence of the
first full paragraph now reads:

"We also conclude that a determination
of the likelihood of future dangerousness at
the probable cause hearing, if sucb
evidence bas been presented, must take
into account the potentia! SVP's
amenability to voluntary treatment upon
release. "

On page 256, the last sentence of the
second paragraph now reads:

"We hold, therefore, that the Superior
Coun at the probable cause hearing must
also consider any evidence of the
offender's amenability to voluntary
treatment in determining whetber the
potential SVP poses a serious and well-
founded ri~k of commining sexually violent
predatory acts upon release."

This modification does not affect the
judgment in favor of Marentez: The
probable cause determination still
encompasses all four elements contained in
the definitions of sexually violent predator.

."-
Special Notice! I
Echoes Will Soon Need I
A New Typographer!
A person with a computer and I

1 some journalistic background" or
"

" ,,'illing to learn, is badly needed. .
I The person will type set future .
" Echoes issues. Please contad Tony.
I Innalfo, Ward 16---0r anyone OB .
" the Echoes Editorial Board if you.
I know someone willing to volunteer"
. for this job, critical to the Ecboes. r

The present typograpber will be
". unable to continue .fter the nnt I

lone, or possibly two, Echoes issues. .
"!he E~hoes. template and all I
I informatIon will be furnished. It takes

". some time and typing ability. Sam.

I D., our present typographer, has been
"

"
with the Echoes for over two years,

I but regretfulJy, will be unable to I
continue much longer.8- . - . - . - . - . - . - . I
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INSTITUTIONAL REMISSION
By: Lance PurceJI

"Institutional Remission" is a specious
term. It implies that our circumstance is
somehow less filled with the meaningless-
riess' that is often invoked as the reason
lying behind our behavior when we were
better. situated and at liberty.

'Anyone who is honest and informed
will agree to the characterization of our
environment as toxic. Those who do well
here do so in spite of its being poisonous
rather than because of it. When the details
of just how this place is e...il are pointed out
to tbose who are tasked with carrying OUt
the will of the administration, they are not
denied, only excused; the reasons seemingly
larger than anyone's ability to overcome.
This mental sluug is offered in the hope we
will just shut up, that we will not notice
they have changed the subject.

Defenders of this sterile dungeon
acknowledge its destructive atmosphere, so
how can they then cite institutional
remission as the reason for your
forebearance ,(read, "volitional control").

Is it simply, as they say, that there are
no opponunitjes? Opponunitjes are not,
~ow~er, altogether IacJcing. The rage
mducmg umeasonableness with which we
are often dealt should surely have sparked
violent behavior jn this popuJation on a
much higher fi-equency than that observed.

Consider for a moment the commonJy
perceived wisdom that rape is not about sex
at all, but about rage and violence.
Remember too that all the reasons now
understood in promoting sexually deviant
beha..aor - (dysphoria, depression,
meaninglessness, utter lack of perceived
autonomy or self-determination, no hope for
a meaningful future and no sense of current
purpose) are present at Atascadero in higher
orders of magnitude than would be the case
if we were not here.

There is a reason the DSM-JV-TR does
not include such a diagnosis. But the next
time someone tries to sell you on that one
just smile and ask them to put it on papec '

Your 90 day team repon is a good place.
They ~on't d~ it, of course, because they
are taCItly statJng what they will not overt1y
admit; you are in remission because there
are no observed symptoms. They may wish
to choose the reason (because of the
institution, hah!) but it can hardly be that.
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M,.. [)ean~s O:>me,.
As you are, I once was.
As I am, you shaD be.

On March Sill,2003, I notified Ms. Sara
Gothro, Psych-Tech, of blisters on the
fingers of my right hand. Now here is
~ere the sympathy is supposed to kick in
nght? Wrong. Instead I received a bland
"those look like cigarette burns to me".

Now if I miss my guess this is where the
cuss words begin and the pbrase-"Mr.
Dean I am taking your level", begins. But,
instead of cussing, I say "we.'11 let the
doctor decjde".

Well, she just couldn't let it go, like a
dog on a bone, she tells the Nurse
P.ractioner, Mr. Gary Scott, "they're
cigarette bums", so, without a second
glance my way, he says something to Sara
and my day at the doctor's office is over.

Now, I'm not going to believe every
ward has a Sara Gothro, but I'm willing to
bet every ward has at least one busy-body
"know-it all", right? I have been on tbr~
wards SO far and 1 can say, in all honesty,
that we have had a busy body on every ward
I have ever been on.

They either call you a liar out right or
they insinuate you are a liar all the time and
that you are only requesting to see the
doctor because of your need to gain a little
anention.

I saw Nurse Practioner Gary Scon
during the exam, now he seemed a linle
harried, but he still took her word to be
Gospel without even listening to the patient.

Now, the scary part of this examination
is where the doctor looks to Sara Gothro as
jf looking to a colleague for confirmation of
the diagnosis. I was pissed. While I find it
strange of Gary Scott to be going for Sara's
crap, it only confirms an earlier statement
that I made at the end ofone of"Mr. Dean's
Comer" articles. 1 said then that "I am not a
real doctor, but then, who around here is?".

"Think About It!"
SVP's may have to deal with

Psychologists they consider immoral
because the Psychologists work for the
State and are willing to bend their ethical
honor to meet the needs of the State--
SVP's do not ~ to buy the Psychologist's
argument that they are entitled to be
immoral and unethicaJ ~ they work
for the State.-By: J. Frazier
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BEWARE!
By: Richard C. Bishop

"Tbe starting point for acknowledging
human nature is a sheer awe and humility in
the face of the staggering complexity of its
source, the brain. Organized by the three
billion bases of our genome [the genes in
our DNA] and shaped by hundreds of
millions of years of evolution, the brain is a
network of unimaginable intricacy; a
hundred billion neurons linked by a hundred
trillion connections, woven into a
convoluted three-dimensional architecture."
Steven Pinker, The Blank Slate: The
Modem Denial of Human Nature, page 197,
(Viking, 2002). Pinker. Peter Florez,
Professor of Psychology at Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, also wrote How the
Mind Works and The Languaae Instinct.

"Bow the mind works... is still a mystery.
We understand the hardware, but we don't
have a clue about the operating system."-
James D. Watson, To Michael Lemonick
(TIME, February 17, 2003, page 52). In
1953, at age 25, Watson, along with Francis
Crick, discovered the structure of the DNA
molecule; he and Crick won the Nobel Prize
in 1962. Watson authored The Double
Helix.

.. ...IDJespite mimons of slaving away at
the subject, we still know squat about how
the brain works."-Robert Sapolsky, in
"Bugs In the Brain" (Scientific American,
March 2003, page 94) Sapolsky is professor
of biological science at Stanford University;
he earned his Ph.D. in neuroendocrinology
trom Rockefeller University in 1984,

Without a scientifically valid theory of
how the mind works--a description of its
"operating system", borrowing James
Watson's simile, there can be no definitive
means to compile a catalog of mental
disorders, or to determine what is "normal"
or "abnormal" in human behavior.

Any methodology developed toward
these ends would necessarily include a
comprehensive understanding of the
brain-its structures and how it works--
along with a reasonably accurate knowledge
of how the brain, and its manifestations,
evolved into their present form. One cannot
fairly understand human nature without an
appreciation of its evolutionary
underpinnings. What behaviors persist
today because they helped humans survive?
The answer: all of them.

Can we now claim that some of these staunch fighters of the cause against this
survival mechanisms are abnormal? Are SVP law. This writer was told for two days
they mental disorders, or do we call them by his unit 30 staff that HPO/DPS had a
that simply because they are now socially package that was alleged to be legal, but
out of. favor? CouJd we be risking none seemed to be sure.
extinction by denouncing "abnormal" I called my attorney, Robert. Buchler,
people, jsolating those who carry the out o! Modesto, CA., and ,told him of the
"wrong" genes? Are ~ ~o suffer a modem whole sony, bag of tncks that w~
lriquisition, a psychlatnc purge of the apparently bemg played ou1. The HPO s
mentally unfit? told staff ~t they ~ to decide w~ether

We have tried eugenics before: the the package m question was legal mad or a
purification of the race. It]ed to the forced "monthly package". For 2 d~ysI constantly
sterilization of hundreds of thousands of inquired as, to what .was gOlDgon, but got
innocent women and girls, men and boys, nowhere ~th my u~t s~~ (.A~ally what
genocide by castration. It contributed to was gOlDg on IS mt~mldatlon trom
Hitler's Final Solution, the mass murders of HPOIDPS staffing concernmg the packag~,
millions of Jews, Gypsies, Jehovah's except for one Debra ~reeman, my un~t
Witnesses, mental patients, and others who supervisor, who played nght along WiththiS
threatened the purity of the Master Race. scheme). . .
Do we really want to go there again? After the second day, thiS wnter, Jesse

B f I ho I' t Calhoun, having had a shot of Peg-Introneware 0 ~p e w c alJ~ .0
for Hepatitis C, and 1was very sick the nextunderstand how the mmd wor~, who mSlst day, and staff Lance Turner, BiJJthey know who has a mental disorder, who
Mezzacane and Debra Freeman, came intobestow a.;08~~me ~e

and
°n the

ho
Per

ha
son

my dorm, and while I was laying in my bed
who, "

ced
SUl1e

h
fS

~~:::
It,

I
.

w
h' La

v~ sicker than I care to talk about, they rush in,
conVtn t e gu I e peop ~ In t IS. n

and take nearly all my legal paperwork andof the Free that they can predict who wdl be
II I" books ( h 'ch, .

nc 'd ntally, '. fu' a my re Iglous W I I Ie,likely to commit ture cnmes.
didn't belong to me, but to another man of

Beware of~ose wh~ would lock you the same religion as I), and took all these
up for what you miih1 do 1Dthe future. religious books. La and behold, the

Beware of those who claim that they following day, I happen to have had a
know intuitively what "millions... .slaving discussion with Kenneth Herman, who had
away at the subject" admit they do not also received some legal books from the
know. . same person(s) in solidarity. Kenny reports

'1lA/I)flS OF THE LOST that they did him the same way...

"
Needless to say, they did not get the

1001t-cA'EI legal *0] books that they were after) books
When~the'-battle lines have been drawn, trom me, nor did they get Kenny's, but it is

and the soldiers have little to fight with not because they did not try.
against an opposing army, who has an the I say that this attempt says loud and
advantages of full battle machinery, one clearly that even with all the legal
would expect the warring side who had the machinery at the State's disposal, a few
most troops and artillery, to play at least a laymen, who have not been trained in the
semblance of a "fair-and honorable" war. law, have got the State, ASH and
Of course, I am speaking symbolically here Government worried, and I verily want to
about our legal battle with the ASH encourage all of you who are in the "Good
administration, the Attorney General's Fight" to keep up the fight no matter what
Office and the Government at large. We aU the odds, for one reason yourself, and the
(all 6600'5) who do a little more than just sit best reason..that is because you know that
and watch television and let the world go you are in the right to fight against
by, while the oppressors take our liberties oppressions and injustices such as we are
without regards to ethics and justice and enduring daily, weekly and yearly. Most of
what is just plain and simply speaking, all. keep on praying, never give up your
right... However, recently, Kenneth Herman faith, or the faith you claim in yourself, for
and this writer, [Jesse J. Calhoun] received God is, in my opinion, in your Self.
some legal books from some concerned and By: J.J. Calhoun.
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NO VALID DIAGNOSES IN
(ALlfORNIA SVP (ASES

I,: lei Ber..1
It appears that the importance of the

adage, "The Best Offense is a Good
Defense" has been lost in the "smoke and

,mirrors show" known as SVP proceedings
across this state. What is worse is that
because defense attorneys have generally
refhsed to take the offensive. most of the
alleged SVP's in this Stme have not had
"good" defenses. . I realize that this is an
inflammatory allegation and that any
a~orney readers may want to stop reading
nght now. Please don't. Keep reading; for
your cHerns and your profession jf for
nothing else.

I ass~ that most SVP defense attorneys
have flUled to provide their clients with
defenses that could give SVP juries the one
thing that would encourage them to make
clear conscience decisions to acquit in many
SVP~. That is, SVP defense attorneys
have Ignored or actively avoided developing
and presenting defenses whose foundation
is anacking the mental illness diagnoses in
all its ramifications (e.g. history of the
disorder, current assessment, required
method of making a current diagnosis
[profession's standard, etc.). By failing to
provide this line of defense, derense
anorneys have literally been insuring that
their clients will be committed. In so doing,
defense attorneys have actually been
engaged in tacit endorsement of DMH
"experts" subjecting their clients to medicaJ
professional's standards. I will now provide
the proof of. these assertions. It is my
fervent hope that defense attorneys will
become empowered by this information,
and wiJl begin to take the offensive in
defending their SVP clients.

Calitornia Welfare and Institutions Code
(WIC) §6600(a)(3) states, ..."...Jurors shall
be admonished tht they may not find a
person a sexually violent predator based on
prior offenses absent relevant evidence of a
currently diagnosed mental disorder that
makes the person a danger to the health and
safety of others in that it is likelv that he or
she wilJ engage in sexuafly violent
behavior." What this section means is
specitically clarified by the California
Legislature wherein the Legislature stated,

"..:It !s:he intent of the Legislature that Our defense attorneys do not hesitate to
these m.dlV1~ualsbe committed and trl'-8ted tell us that the primary means by which
f~r theIr dl~rders only as long as the Ph.D.'s from DMH come to their
dIsorders ~Slst and not for any punitive conclusions are the scores from the Static
purposes...: .. 99, Hare PCL-R, RAASOR, MnSoft, SVR-

CommItment (and therefore treatment) 20, etc.
must be Jor the mental disorder-not for D.espite this clearly written direction,
dangerou~ess based on. other than the defense attorneys and DMH "experts"
mem.a~dl~rder. There IS absolutely no continue to allow evaluations to be done
proVls~on10the SVP Act which allows the and admitted as evidence without aDY
commitment of a person, no matter how direct assessment of the criteria listed for
d~nger~us <?r heinous their past .offense the diagDosed disorder which is being
hIstory IS,wnhout a current mental dIsorder. asSerted to be present by the "expert".

The st~tute reouires evidence. Defense attorneys are thereby allowing
r~levant eVidence. of a CUITentmental DMH experts to diagnose based on "Say
dlsorder. Dangerousness based only on so," without any challenge.
historical ofttmses and behavior is not Defense attorneys have been mis-
r~levant evidence of a current mental directed by prosecutors' and DMH
dIsorder. By statute, a current mental "experts" obfuscations. The prosecution
disorder makes dangerousness ~ has successfully drawn the defense into
relevant to the consideration of other trying to fight "likelihood of re-offending"
elements to be decided, but is not an and "dangerousness". Battles most often
element in determining mental disorder. very difficult to win with the pasts most of

So, until a current disorder(s) is proVed us have. Yet, by statute and by medicaJ
through appropriate diagnostic methods, standard of practice, it is the mental
dangerousness is not relevant. disorder that is the only ~ issue of

What is relevant evidence of a current importance in these cases. This is where the
mental disorder? Since DMH Psychiatrists time., money and expertise should be
(M.D.'s) and Psychologists (ph.D.'s or directed. No current mental disorder
Psy.D.'s) rely on the DSM-IV-TR means that dangerousness is irrelevant.
[Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Commitment for past offenses and
Me~1 Disorders: Fourth Edition, Text dang~ousness based on those past
RCV1slOn]- to Identify the ~current behaVlors must be exposed by direct attack,
disorder(s), "we must look to the DSM-IV- showing that mental status does not suppott
TR to find out what ~dence is required by commitment.
the DSM-IV-TR established standards for As we have stated in a previous article,
these professionals to determine a retrospective expert testimony regarding the
diagnosis.~ -In other words, relevant existence or onset of a mental illness is
evidence of a mental disorder is defined in inadmissible speculation. [See: Goomar v
the standard by which these professionals Centennial Life Ins. Co.. [S.D. Calif. 1994]
must operate. 855 F. Supp. 3I9, 326. So, without direct

The DSM-IV-TR, at page xxxii, Use of medical evidence of a mental illness at the
Clinical Judgment, paragraph two (2) time of the offense, "experts" cannot assert
plainly states, "... the valid application of that those offenses occurred as the result of
the diagnostic criteria included in this a mental illness. That opinion cannot be
manual necessitates an evaluation that legally more than "unsupported
directly assesses the information contained speculation," and must be deemed
in the criteria sets (e.g., whether a syndrome inadmissible hearsay. We have stated
has persisted for a minimum period of herein that no current assessment of the
time). Assessments that rely soJeJy OD criteria listed under disorders in the DSM-
psychological testing not covering the IV-!R i~taking place in SVP evaluations in

criteria content (e.g-, projective Callforma.-

testing) cannot be vatidlv used as the
prima" source of diaeDostic
information.." (Emphasis added)

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE-
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No Valid Dia2Dosis--CoDtinoed: is not sufficient to establish the existence (See: Co"ti"enIDl AirliMS, JItC. v.
for legal purposes of a "mental disorder", McDo""ell Douglas Corp. (1989) 216 Cal.

We have also quoted herein how the "mental disability", "mental disease", or App. 3d 388, 415, 264 Cal. Reptr. 779.)
DS~-IY-TR declares "improper" the use of "mental defect". In KeII,u""" 1'. Statl! of Cillifomi4,
prOJectl~ tests as the primary diagnostic In determining whether an individual (1982) 184 Cal.Reptr. 393. at 402, 403, the
Ul~o~tlon to render a diagnosis. From mCdS-a specific legal standard (e.g.. for. Court states in pertinent part:

~ n appean. that in California, human competence, criminal responsibility, or "(A] party may impeach an expert
~ngs are bemg committed as SVP's disability), addidoDal iDformatioa is wrtJtess by contndictioD., i.e. by showing
Without .any valid evidence of a current usually requi~ beyond that contained in the falsity of any matter upon which the
mental disorder! the DSM-JV-TR diagnosis". (Emphasis expert based his, [or her] opinion. This can

Forgive me if I am incredulousthat added] . be done either by cross-examination of the
professionals can say, or allow, such things Please note that this said "additional expert or by calling other witnesses to offer
to happen to their clients when the DSM- information is usually required". It did not evidence showing the non-cxistence or error
JV-TR plainly states that this sort of usage say that the specific criteria listed could be in the data upon which the first expert based
of "projective tests" is improper and cannot replaced, substituted for, nor that the listed his [or her] opinion. [See: Evid. Code,

~ used to primarily detcnnine mental criteria could be ignored. . It specifically §§721, sube. (A), 780,. subd. (i), 801,
disorder. In very nearly every SVP said that in addition to the criteria listed for subd.(b)~...other cites omitted.].
pr~i~ in California, this improper each disorder, additional information may "(T)he rational for permitting
pracbce IS occurring unchecked by our be required to meet legal standards. impeachment by contradiction is that by
defense attorneys. Excuse the clients who are upset with showing the falsity of a fact asserted by the

Along this same line of reasoning, our our defense representation. We are trying expert, his [or her] entire testimony is
defense attorneys continue to hire DMHlist to figure out whether to pursue the medical brought into question". (Cf. Evid Code, §
evaluators to do defense work. Let's see... malpractice (willful misconduct) or the 780; 3A Wigmore. Evidence (Chadbourne,
and "expert" has been improperly legal malpractice (negligence) first! rev. ed. 1970), §§ 907, pp. 694-697, 926-
diagnosing individuals for the DMH, which I hope this article helps motivate 928.)"
is at. least unethi~ if not an improJ?er everyone concerned to take appropriate "..;(-J~~ the facti underlying the
pracbce (malpractIce?), and now we hire actions. This the one time it is okay for expert s oplmon are provc(n] to be false or
them? Does anyone really think that these defense attorneys to be offensive! Be nonexistent, not only is the expert's opinion
"experts" are going to expose their own offensive in the matter of current diagnosis. destroyed but the falsity permeates his [or
fraudulent practices as well as those of their her] entire testimony; it tends to prove his
colleagues?! Why is there insistence in !IQ1 EXPERT OPINION TESTIMONY [or her] untruthfulness as a witness." (fn.
bringing in outside specialists who are Omitted).
experts in the proper diagnosis methods? What is expert opinion testimony? "...(-Jbea it comes to impeaching

Why not contact the very experts who Expert opinion testimony is found in the expert witnesses, the distinction between an
wrote the DSM-IV-TR andlor those who California Evidence Code, Section §801. opinion and a foundational fact-though
chaired or participated on the committees "[b]ased on matter (including his or her arbitrary-must be made." .
that are responsible for the DSM-JV-TR? special knowledge, skill, experience. "[A] trial court should permit a party to
Remember, these individuals and training, and education) perceived by or caD an unlisted expert to testify that a fact
committees contacted and worked closely personally known to him (or her) at or ~lied upon by th.e oppo~'s e~ was
with the American Psychological before the hearing. whether or not mcorrcct or nonCXIstent.(CitesomItted)"
Association and 59 other organizations and admissible, that is of a type that reasonably "...[t)be impeaching expert should be
associations interested in the development may be relied upon by an expert in fonning allowed to give his [or her] reasons why the
oftbe DSM-IV-TR. (cf. DSM-IV-TR, page an opinion UpoDthe subject to which his [or

opposing expert's foundational fact was
xxiv). her] testimony relates, unless an expert is false or non-existent.. .." (ibid, Kennemur.

So, why tbe repeated insistence on using precluded by law from using such matter as IYm:L 184 CaI.Rptr. 393. at pp. 402, 403.)
only DMH list "cxperts", who are obviously a basis for bis [orber] opinion." {Evid. Pl!Oplev. ~, (1968) 70 Cal. Rptr.

operating outside of the mainstream of their Code, §80], subd.(b).].. 193, [193 CaI.2d 122, 443 P.2d 777]

profession? Likewise, "[a]n expert may rely on bespeaks of "unexplained medical labels-
. Tbe DSM-IV-TR section, "Use of bearsay in forming their opinions [however] as not being enough. in an explaination of

DSM-IV-TR in Forensic Settings" (c[ they may not relate the out-of-court
the origin, deve)~pment..and m~ifestations

DSM-IV-TR, pages xxxii-xxxiii) begins statements of another [doctor] as of an alle8~ d~sorder. In this case the

with a caution about there being significant independent proof of the fact." Eona v.
Court stated. [110 make a reasonable

risk that the DSM will be misused and/or Atlas Hotels, JIIC. 2 CaI.App. 4111,]516. ,3
inference concerning the relcatiol15hip

misunderstood as applied in forensic Cal. Rptr. 2d 283 (1992), citing WlaitfU!l4v.
between a. [mental] ~isease, [or disorder]

settings. Therein it clearly and concisely Roth, 10 Cal. 3d 874, 895. An "[e]xpert ~ a certam a~ the tner o~the ~cts must
states, "...In most situations, the clinical may not testify as to the details of those be mformed wIth some partlcularny.

diagnosis of a DSM-IV-TR mental disorder matters if they are otherwise inadmissible." CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE-
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expert based his, or her, opinion are suggest that the judge or jury may shift
admitted only to show the basis of the responsibility for decision(s) to the witness;

This must be done by testimony. opinion aAd DOt for tbe trutb 01 tile and in any event it is woolly without value
Unexplained medical labels-[pedophilia, matter cures any hearsay problem to the nier of fact {or to the jury] in
paraphiliaNOS], schizophrenia,paranoia, involved, . (however] in aggravated reaching a decision.' (SllmmBS Y. A.L
psychosis, neurosis, psychopathy-are not. situations, where hearsay evidence is recited Gilbert Co., (1999) 69 Cal. 41111]55, 1182-
enough. Description and {an] explanation in detail {Like that of prior criminal US:J, S2 Cat. Rptr. 2d 162.)"' as quoted in
of the origin development and {current] 1?ebavior?]a limiting instruction may Bet Killebrew. svon., 126 Cal. Rptr. 2d 876, at
manifestations of the alleged disease [or remedy the problem." Colenuut, supra.211 p.881.)
disorder] are the chief functions of the Cal. Rptr. ]02, at p. ] ]6). . "[A} bright line cannot be drawn to
expert witness. In Peopk v. VaJ~ (1997) 68 Cal. Rptr. detennine when opinions that encompass

The Court in Wanlmtd P. Los GalOS 2d 135, 145 {58 Cat. App. ~ 494], the the uhimate fact in any case are or are not
Lodge, II1G.,(1991) 281 Cal. Rptr. 890, at p. .Court stated: "[W}e ftOteeven in Coleman, admissible." (See, generally, 1 Witkin, Cat
896, stated:{followingHvall v. SierraBoat the Court recognizedmost often hearsay Evidence (4111Ed. 20(0) Opinion Evidence,
{Q", (1978) 145 Cal. Rptr. 47, at p.55 [79 problems will be cured by an instruction §§ 88-97, pg,.634-646; & 1 McCormick on
Cal. App. 3d 325]. "[W]hen an expert bases that [the] matters admitted through an Evidence (5 Ed. 1999) § ]2, pp. 51-57.)
his or her conclusions on assumptions not expert go only to tbe basis ofbis lor ber] "JW]hen a witness gives his [or her]
supported by the record, Oft maners not opiniod and shoukl not be considered for personal opinion on the staJ1d:--evenif he
reasonably relied Iup]on by other experts their tn1th[fu11ness]." (Ibid]lOther cites {or she] qualities as an expert-tbe jurors
[accord, the APA, concerning RRASOR & omitted]. may temper their acceptance of his [or her}
PCL-R] or on factors that are remote, "'(pJrejudicial' in Evidence Code, testimony with a healthy skepticism born of
laccord past criminal offenses] speculative Section §352 does not mean 'damagjng' to their knowledge that an human beings are
faccord,-a serious & well-founded risk] or a party's case, it means evoking an fallible...". (PtlOJIleP. McDonald, (1984)
conjectural, [accord, flipping of .acoin, emotional response that has very little to do 37 Cat. 3d 351, 372-373, 208 Cat. Rptr.
heads I win, tales, I flip again] then his or . with the issue on which the evidence is 236, 2S 1, 690 P.2d 709.)(See: also, Peopk
her opinion lacks evidentiary value. [Ibid, offered. (people v. Karis, (1988) 46 Cal. 3d v. StoU, (]989) 265Cal. Rptr. 11], 124..49
Wanland. at 281, Cal. Rptr. 890,896]. 612, 638, 250 CaI.Rptr. 659, 758 P.2d Cal. 3d 1136, 783 P.2d 698; Pt!Ople v. AUt!II

"fW]ben [an] expert's opinion is not II89.) Evidence which has probative value (1999) 85 Cal. Rptr. 2d 655, 658.)
based on his [or her] own perception or must be "eluded under§352 only if it is Generally, a witness may testify only
knowledge, but depends upon information 'unduly prejudicial' despite its legitirnate about matters of whicb he or she has
furnished by others, [accord, RRASOR, probative value. (Rlllo P. Simpson, (2001) personal knowledge. (Evid. Code §702,
PCL-R, etc.] it is of little value unless the 103 Cal. Rptr. 2d 492, 508.) subd.(a).)
source is reliable. r 1 Witkin, Cal. Evidence A trial Court is obligated under Expert wimesses. is one whom has
(3d ed. 1986) §477, p. 448.)"(Vargas ... Evidence Code, Section §3S2 .'{t]o weigh special knowledge,. skill, experience,
ReuUI Clerk's Union Locol 1428 (1989) the probative value of inadmissible training, or education sufficient to qualify as
260 Ca1., Rptr. 650, 665). evidence relied upon by an expert witness... an expert on the subject to which his or her

"IS}peculation is not substantial against the risk that the jury might testimony relates. (Evid. Code § 720)
evidence..." (Peopk .Y. WaidiD (2000) 22 improperly consider it as independent proof An expert may offer opinion testimony
Cal. 4110690, 735, 94 Cal. Rptr. 2d 396, 996 of the facts recited therei~." Pt!Opk v. if the subject is sufficient beyond common
P.2d 46). Ganlley, (1996) 14 CaJ. 4 605, 6]9, 59 experience that it would assist the trier of

In People v. Coleman, (1985) 211 Cat. Cat. Rptr. 2d 356, 365, 927 P.2d 713.) fact orajury. (Evid. Code §80J.)
Rptr. 102, 11.6, 3~ Ca!. 3d 69, 92, 695 P.2d (accord, People P. Killebrew, (2002) 126 The opinion must be based upon matter189], the Cahfornla Supreme Court stated: Cal. Rptr. 2d 876, at p. 887.) perceived by, or personally known, or made

"[W)hile an expert may state on direct "'EJxpert opinion testimony which known to the witness at or before tbe
examin~tio? the matt~s ~n which ~e. [or embraces the ultimat~ issue .to. be decid~ hearing that is of the type that reasonably
she] rehed m formulating hIS or her oplmon, by the trier of fact IS admIssIble. (Evid. may be relied upon in formulating an
he or she may n.ot testify as to details .of Code § 80S). This rule, however, do~ ~ot opinion on the subject to which the expert's
~uch . n:atters If. they are othefWIse permit tbe e~DCr1 to eJPI'eSS an~ ~DID.lOn testimony relates. (Evid. Code§ 801).
ma.dmlsslble. ~IS rule rests upon ~be he. or she may have. See: Prisc,':,II, P.

On direct examination, an expen mayratIonale that. while. an. expert may. g1ve Fnedenberg (201))) 87 Cal. ;,.pp. 4 953,
state the reasons for his or her opinion andreasons on dlTect exammatlOn for his [or 972, ]{)S Cat. Rptr. 2d 88. Undoubtedly the matter upon whicb the opinion is based.her] opinions, including the matters he or there [may be] a kind of statement by the
(Evid Code § 802.)

she considered in formulating them, he, or witness which amounts to no more than an
E~" testimony that embracessh~, may not, u~er t~ guise of reasons "pression of his [or her] general belief as

the uJtimateiS:::s admissible. (Evid. Codebnng before the JUry Incompetent hearsay to how the case should be decoded...
§ 80S)

evidence. Ordinarily, the use of a limiting there[fore there] is no necessity for this kind
instruction that the maUers [on] whicb an of evidence; to receive it...[tends] to

-CONTINUED ON BACK PAGE-
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CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS
PAGE-

Evidence Code section §352. gives the trier
of tact discretion to determine if otherwise
Teievant

-
evirlen~ - -should be excluded

bec:ause its probative value is substaJltiaUy
outweighed by its prejudicial effect or if the
evidence is cumulative. -

For purposes of
section §352, prejudice refers to e~;dence
that unique1y 1ends to evoke an emotional

~ against 8JI.individual withoUt regan! to-
ftS relevance on any material issues.
(accord, People v. Kipp, (2001) 113 Cal.
Rptr. 2d 27, 45, 26 Cal. 4111160, 33 P.3d
450.) -

Good luck gentlemen, hope this was of
some value in your endeavors towards a
future .oUtside

,
oftbis prace f carr Stalag.

Artidie Drhmitted Iry:
StevenD. Force Ward #33

Note: Normally £CHOES tries to keep the
articles fairly shon in order to get in as
many articles as possible- However, in
Je8&rd to legal artkles considered of real
value, i.e. "No Valid Diagnosis" and
"1:::xpertOpinion Testimony"; such articles
are published whenever possible for the
benefit of aD. We regret we were unable
to priRt all articles submiued this time.

OPEN LEITER TO FEMALE ~"TAFFAT ASH
FROM CAPTAJI'f -am:J'STEWAJID - --

"New Salem Witch Trials At ASH"
This letter is from chief. steward ~ASH. It is to caution a1J.single women

employees bet~ the ages {)f 18-00, who bave any kind of interactions with

. patients. especially the new SVP population.
-

..
'We recently have had to defend several cases involving women who management

considers to be at risk over involvement with the new SVP population. The cases bad
several things in common. They did not contain evidence or wrong-doing on tl1e part
of the women involved ~ they did -contain abundant speculation, rumors and
PERCEPTIONS. Innocent daily activities were portrayed as menacing such as: "she
sat on the sofa next to the patient", "she must have done something to make the
patient feel he could touch her elbow while opening the door for her", "she stood
talking to the patient in the courtyanf'... on and on the nonsense goes.

1f)'OI1 'lITe -:I m,gfe 'WOmIII'I, you me on mIt Or inrving )'I'JUI' TepUtJJtion mneart.d !rimpIy
because somcooe in managema1t thinks they arc Bble to read your mind and know your
motives. It is not necessary for you to do mytbiDgWroog,it is only required a finger ispointcd

- at you and then charaeta assassioatioo begins. People you do not even know will then -assuIDC

you' me ~ aDd rumors spread by' yoar peers will cause you endless- J'I'ObIems. Rumor will
bec<>merwit). in CVCl)'ODe'smind and you win be paying the price for being a sin,gle woman
for years to rome. This "witch hunt" for women who might be at risk of involvCIDcm is just
exactly like the Salem Witch Hwus o( history. all that is -required (or proof of your gui!! is to
ha¥c.a fingerpoint.cd m your ~«tioo ale time. The fact ther.e -is DOreal gWJt ar proof d .ally
wroogdoing will be lost, the damage comes from accusarions. Vindjcation becomes irrelevant

The units aDd programs where this witch bunt proCess takes place most often is known to
us but it could happen 00 any unit and on any program. Please, if yoU find yourself being
counseled or baving to c:<pIain perfectly iImoccut ~'iUes that ~cn bcginto suggest patient
invol\'ement, stop the interview lit that moment and request I union representative. We have
seYc::nUWOJDCDwho arc fauniliar wilh lIm! issue 1.0guidl: you n;garding patic:ol invulvement
allegations, I bope th~ is ~!ni1ion that-it is nnn~ from peers as well as management that
cause unfair.ham1. Bef.ore anyooe Jqlreads .a rum« about a WODlCll.in 1hi..c;institurian, J .hope
~'ou recognize it might be you ne'Xt...you do not have to be guilty or do lID)1hing wrong to be
convicted by popular opinion and Ihc price is vay high, just like in Salem. I have LOwonder
,.,-hen you women, in mass, wiJl -rcftIsc to allow yourselYcsto be discriminated apinst in this

manner. Nothing or this nalurc happens to men because: we would DOltolCJatc it.. .in mass.
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